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To many lay people, a small red woollen cap identifies a diver in a
photograph of marine theme. Jacques-Yves Cousteau and his crew
almost invariably wore them in his movies. Were red caps trademarks, insignias of divers? Well, no, for black caps were the unspoken norm among divers. But at some time, or so legend has it, Cousteau settled for red caps for his crew because they looked crisper on
his documentary films. The not-so-legendary ‘red shirt’ school of
photography, as it was known among National Geographic Society
professional photographers of the ‘50s, often asked their subjects to
wear red garments when shot on a landscape (MOLDVAY, 1981) because red rendered nicely on the relatively new Kodachrome film,
yielding brighter, more compelling pictures. So, red caps were not
“depicting reality”. Rather, they were an artistic license, a clever eyecatching device.
This chapter does not deal with the “artistic” aspects of the digital
imaging of specimens. ‘Black caps’ must populate our pictures: we
want our images to be accurate rather than beautiful. We will not
explain how to take a “nice” picture; this is beyond our field of expertise and on this, we cannot offer advice. Neither shall we attempt to
set standards for “correct” images. Rather, our goal is to highlight
some issues that we have encountered while imaging specimens for
scientific purposes. These issues might eventually influence the use
of the images as a research or documentary device.
Our experience with type series is limited to microfauna, but many
of the issues have been experienced by us while working with nontype research specimens outside the microfauna. Morphometrics, a
research field where images are increasingly used to measure fea-
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tures for taxonomic purposes, is most affected by many of these
issues. But the breadth and overlap of these matters warrant a general discussion and, moreover, one that may be applied to type and
non-type material.

Uses of digital images of type specimens
The Internet now teems with images -- Google lists 880 million at
the time of writing. Of these, about 9000 have been labelled as “holotype”, “paratype”, “lectotype” or “neotype”. A preliminary survey
shows that, indeed, at least 80% actually correspond to images of
type series of species.
Types have been imaged from the very beginning of taxonomy and
systematics. Though an image cannot replace a formal description,
its ability to convey recognition is unmatched. A good drawing was
often the only way to complement any description, or to dispel imaginative interpretations of these descriptions.
Photography brought a quantitative jump, but not always an entirely positive one. A “real copy” of what the eye could see replaced
the interpretation of the draughtsman. Fidelity could be achieved,
and the imaging process took a small fraction of time compared with
drawing. But there were several limitations. Small specimens, in
particular, suffered from lack of definition because of depth of field
problems, whereas a drawing allowed such problems to be overcome. So, photography did not, and in many cases, could not, replace drawing.
Nowadays, digital imaging systems are overcoming many of the
problems associated with conventional photography. Photographs
can be taken accurately and rapidly, and the much lower cost per
image enables the capture of many pictures from the same specimen, from different angles and under different observation conditions. Large sets of images that can be kept in digital storage and
recalled at will promise to be as good for observation as the object
itself. Digital processing of the images allows particular features to
be highlighted, regions and structures marked, and even mixed and
pasted into high quality composites.
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We are close to the point at which the quality of some digital images are such that they might even the original specimen for scientific study. In some cases in taxonomy, it would seem that no new
knowledge can be extracted from the type specimen than could be
captured from a complete set of images of the specimen.
Effectively, digital images offer a real possibility of allowing type
specimens to be stored out of harm’s way and used for reference
when the images fall short of what is required. Many types have
been lost in the mail, broken under the microscope, burned with the
laboratory, or have simply vanished. Digital images can be copied
and replaced ad infinitum and, in principle, without any degradation
or loss of quality.
There are, of course, other uses for images. They can be posted
and disseminated not only for use by scientists, but also for technicians, managers, students, or the general or lay public, allowing everyone the opportunity to see a particular species. Among scientists
there are many possible uses. Some will need the images as references to confirm the identification of a specimen; others, to learn the
morphology of an unfamiliar group. Others will need them for research purposes.
Each use has its own requirements. The need to confirm identification for managerial purposes in a case of pest control may be less
demanding than when the known range of a given subspecies is
being revised. Fidelity, minute detail, or accuracy are increasingly
necessary as one centres the research on the taxon itself. Requirements for pictures that are to be used in systematics are the most
demanding: any taxonomic feature, which is tantamount to saying
any observable aspect of the specimen, has to be captured in the
utmost detail and veracity.
Can digital images of type specimens be used instead of the original? We postulate that, theoretically, yes, as long as images are of
taxonomic grade. By which we mean that any feature of actual or
potential relevance has been captured on the image(s) and is as
observable on it as it would be on the specimen itself.
Even within taxonomic-grade images, there may be different requirements. A taxonomically relevant feature could be colour. Nudi-
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branchia, for instance, include colour pattern among their taxonomic
features. Thus an accurate capture of colour pattern is important for
these organisms, while their dimensions may be less important as
their soft bodies are essentially deformable. In other taxa, however,
dimensions may matter while colour is irrelevant. Nematodes are a
classical example. In such cases, images would be able to represent
accurately scale, position, and relative placement, akin to what photogrammetry can do. We could call these morphometric-grade images, and they are the basic data provider for the field of morphometrics. This discipline studies shape comparisons quantitatively
(ZELDITCH, 2004), and is used for ontology, evolution, environmental
studies, or taxonomic purposes.
While we cannot offer a comprehensive account of taxonomic
grade images, we will discuss some of the problems encountered
when trying to approach this aim, and how these problems affect the
grade of the images. Many other aspects or specific details will be
found in other chapters in this manual. Examples will be presented
from our current or recent work to illustrate the discussion. We conclude that all these problems, as well as those not identified here,
must be overcome if images are ever to substitute for the original
specimens.

The Need for Spatial Resolution
Perhaps the single most important factor to account for the taxonomic usefulness of an image is the spatial resolution achieved,
which is somewhat akin to the discrimination power of a microscope.
Both concepts share the separation of distinct features, but spatial
resolution also requires metric accuracy and geometrical fidelity. A
well-resolved image should accurately capture the morphology and
morphometry of the specimen and of its taxonomic features.
Taxonomy by Measure
The need for accurate measurements stems from current taxonomic practice in many taxa groups. Be it for lack of other conspicuous features, or for subtle, consistent differences in conspicuous
ones among known separate taxa, measurements from body parts or
taxonomic characters are often found in the descriptions of types. In
such cases, a representative and accurate sample of measurements
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may serve to identify taxa or to define species. Therefore, types must
be well characterised metrically.
Some Examples
In Nematoda, the size of certain organs such as odontostyle or
vulva, plays a major role in their identification. LOOF (1985) provides
an example of the heavy use of measures in this group. Bone dimension in vertebrates is another well-known case. Rodent crania
have been used to characterise groups by diastema length and other
metric features at several taxonomic levels, while measures of fish
structures may even yield better specific clues than genomics. Images of scales and bones have been used, for instance, to identify
pure specimens in hybrid populations of Owens tui chub, Gila bicolor, through measurements (MADOZ et al., 2003; see fig. 1).
Comparative morphometrics
Morphometrics deals with spatial positions as well as measurements. Angles between defined base lines, both planar and solid,
together with distances, characterise features. Distances and angles
can be inferred from images by identifying landmarks, standardised
points corresponding to the object whose coordinates are recorded.
Images are in nature planar representations of 3D objects, and
landmarks placed on them are therefore projections of these points
on 2D space (figure 2). Sets of images taken from different angles
can represent projections of the same 3D object on different planes,
and can be used to reconstruct the complete 3D set of coordinates
(see VELDHUIZEN & SPRONSEN, “3D Images of Birds”, in this book, on
3D imaging.)
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The ability to detect both morphological consistencies among
specimens of one group, and
consistent differences between
different groups, is the basis of
the taxonomical use of morphometrics. For this, it is of
paramount importance to be
able to specify landmark positions as accurately as possible.
Images have distinct advantages over physical measurements (i.e. callipers, rulers),
such as repeatability and reduced risk of damage to the
specimen, which is particularly
important for type specimens.
They also have considerable
drawbacks, some of which will
be dealt with later in this chapter. A balance must be struck,
almost on a case-by-case basis,

Fig. 1. Scale of the highly hybridised
Owens tui chub, Gila bicolor. Measurements from this set of pictures
led to the discovery of the pure
population in Death Valley, USA
(MADOZ et al., 2003). Cropped from
the original, 2272 pixels wide image.
Pixel represents 5,47 µm. Canon
Powershot G2 on Leica MZ6 stereomicroscope.

Fig. 2. A field mouse skull in lateral view imaged for morphometric analysis.
Landmarks have been set on the image. At right, 10-mm scale placed on the
sagittal plane of the cranium. Cropped from the original, 2272 pixels wide
image. Pixel represents 11,92 µm. 8-bit greyscale from green channel.
Canon Powershot S45 on Leica MZ6 stereomicroscope.
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in order to use images for morphometry, but it is becoming increasingly apparent that the disadvantages of using images are diminishing if one compares the state of the art today with that of the 1990s
(compare with descriptions by GARCÍA-VALDECASAS, 1996 and FINK,
1990).
Precision and Accuracy
Richard Avedon once said, ‘There is no such thing as inaccuracy in
a photograph. All photographs are accurate. None of them is the
1
truth.’ This may be only partly true with respect to the digital imaging
of types: truth is always approached and never reached, but inaccuracy exists in its own sense.
In standard biometry, precision and accuracy have well-defined
meanings (KREBS, 1999). A measure that correctly estimates a true
value is accurate. A measure that can be expressed to enough significant figures is precise. When taking repeated measures, a plot of
the frequencies of the measures against the assumed true value of
the measured magnitude synthesises both concepts (figure 3).
An ideal digital image of a type that is to be used for morphometry
is one that renders most accurate and precise measurements. In the
spatial domain, there are a number of factors affecting measurements, stemming from the fact that the digital image is a discrete
sample of a virtual continuum: the image being formed on the sensor. Accuracy and precision can then both be an expression of fidelity to the real object. A landmark for measurement can be placed the
more correctly the better the position can be ascertained in the sampled image. A well-focused, well-contrasted image renders better
accuracy: a landmark can be situated with less uncertainty. Precision
is, in turn, a function of the number of pixels into which an image is
divided: the more pixels for a given spatial magnitude (size), the
higher precision, for the coordinates of the landmark can then represent a narrower region of real space. Figure 4 illustrates these concepts for digital images.

1

Quoted by Daniel Okrent in: No Picture Tells the Truth. The Best Do Better Than
th
That. Article in The Public Editor section, The New York Times, Jan 9 , 2005.
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accurate, precise

inaccurate, precise

accurate, imprecise

inaccurate, imprecise

Fig. 3. Histogram of x-coordinates of 500 hypothetical landmarks placed at
the theoretically true coordinate position indicated by the red line. The shape
and placement of the histogram indicates the achieved accuracy and precision of the measures. Inserts represent the measured coordinates in x,y
space relative to the true position (crosshairs).

Sensitivity
Sensitivity encompasses the level of response of the sensor elements to a given amount of incident energy (light), the form of this
response (whether it is linear or not), and the accuracy and repeatability of this response. Most digital cameras can have their working
sensitivity (i.e. the precise form of this response to a given light conditions) selectable, the range of which will largely depend on the
purported quality of the camera. A Nikon D100, for instance, can be
set between 200 and 1600 ISO and will accept a large variety of
lighting conditions.
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Fig. 4. Gila bicolor pharingeal archs
(left) and blow-up of marked region
(above) where landmarks should be
placed. Top: Precise images. Pixel
size is small compared with feature.
Bottom: Imprecise images. Pixel
size is four times larger for the
same image. Left: Accurate images.
Landmark can be placed at the
exact location. Right: Inaccurate
images due to poor focus. Feature
location uncertain. General image
(left): central centimetre cropped
from original 3-cm 3008x2000 image. Nikon D100, 180-mm Micro
Nikkor (Photo J. Madoz).

Working with still specimens in a laboratory environment means
that the exposure time does not need to be short for images to be
stable. Even when lighting conditions are deliberately poor, long
exposure times, up to one to two second, can be used without visible
image degradation. However, digital images from CCDs can suffer
from noise, saturated pixels, and possibly blooming when very long
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times are used. Thus, high sensitivity coupled with accuracy and a
large sensor area is generally to be preferred.
Three-sensor cameras have a higher implicit sensitivity and can
operate under lower light conditions than single-sensor cameras.
Most available light is directed to one of the three chips by a prism
according to its wavelength and very little is discarded. In standard
single-chip cameras, at least two thirds of the light entering the lens
is not used. Each pixel on the CCD is covered by one of three colour
dyes (red, green, and blue) that filters out light of the remaining
wavelengths. Thus, aggregated sensor surfaces being equal, the
sensitivity to light of a three-sensor camera trebles that of a singlechip one; and for equal sensitivities, a three-sensor camera will need
three times less aggregated sensor surface (or produce a threefold
resolution picture) than single-chip cameras.
Light conditions, sensitivity, and the amount of energy hitting the
sensor (in turn, a function of aperture and exposure) are thus coupled. The target is to optimise the dynamic range of the image, i.e. to
minimise the number of saturated and zero pixels, while extending
the histogram of pixel response to these limits. This ensures the
largest probability of discriminating elements in the image based in
changes of colour or shadow on the specimen.
Noise
Noise in the image is most often a function of exposure time. Underexposed stills can be made to look brighter but at the cost of making the transistor response more random. Excess exposure time, in
turn, may saturate pixels and reduce contrast, as well as have saturated points appearing on the picture as salt grains. This effect occurs most often in exposures longer than 1-2 seconds.
Lighting
Adequate lighting is necessary to ensure a good, contrasted,
equilibrated and faithful image where all features of interest are visible. Both intensity and spectrum must be taken into account, as explained earlier. Artistic lighting (shadow enhancement, colourising,
etc.) is generally not of concern for taxonomic-grade images. Certain
shadows do contribute to the volume perception, but in general it
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seems more suitable to obtain an even, homogeneous illumination
that shows all features without obscuring them. Diffuse lights help to
avoid unwanted shadows.
In microscopy, Koehler illumination supplies field of homogeneous
intensity. For macroscopic specimens, large illuminating surfaces
help fading unwanted shadows on the specimen better than spotlights. Circular arrangements (circular strobe lights, prismatic cubes,
light cubes) are generally used.
Figure 5 shows a mobile light cube that we call “photochariot” used
for decimetric specimens, with a blue chroma deployed. Largesurface fluorescent lamps are used. A very convenient light-box with
a circular fluorescent lamp inside a reflective box is used at Stuttgart’s Naturkundemuseum for butterflies (see HÄUSER et al., “Digital
Imaging of Butterflies”, in this book.)

Backgrounds and contrast
The background of digital images of specimens can be changed at
will and selected so as to maximise the contrast with the subject.
Light and colour can be used: a background can be much lighter or
much darker than the relative brilliance of the specimen, or could be
of a colour that is not present on the specimen. In both cases, any
feature, especially in the contour of the specimen, is well separated
from the background in the final image.
Chemical photography can accomplish similar results by selecting
specific backgrounds, but once the image is taken, the background is
fixed. In digital form, the background can be isolated ("masked") at
post-processing under certain conditions, and this mask digitally
changed to the colour or shade that best enhances contrast with the
specimen. Or, it may be made transparent (in some file formats) and
superimposed on any background.
Masking the background is greatly simplified by selecting a homogeneous backdrop ("chroma") at the time of taking of a colour not
generally present in the specimen. Blue is generally a good choice
for many subjects.
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Fig. 5. ‘Photochariot’ used at UNAV for imaging museum specimens directly on site. Three large-format fluorescent lamps form a light cube. 36W
Philips TL-D 965 full spectrum tubes are used. Native colour temperature is
6500°K; CRI=98. Polycarbonate diffusers. A blue chroma provides background. Two auxiliary small-format fluorescent, 5500°K lamps (not shown)
are added to both sides of the camera. White balance is set to direct
sunlight+1 to match colour temperature.

When chroma is not used, white, neutral grey, or black seem preferable, according to the specimen’s main colours. Bones are generally shot against a jet-black background, and colourful subjects such
as butterflies show well against white. Black and white, however, are
more tricky if they are to be masked out at post-processing, for the
selection algorithms can also capture very bright or very dark features on the specimen itself.
Chroma isolation also has a few drawbacks. Pixels surrounding
isolated features against the background (e.g. hair or feathers in
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skins) tend to wash out into the background, and then they may not
persist in full once the background is subtracted or changed. Figure
6 shows a typical specimen shot against a blue chroma, masked at
post-processing for contrast-enhancing background selection.

Colour fidelity
Colour assessment
Colour can constitute a taxonomic character. Although differences
in tone are often too subtle for the human eye to perceive, a fact
from which high-compression image formats benefit (see MORRIS, in
this book), they do exist and should preferably be captured in master
images. Human perception of colour, however, often needs a reference to "detect" a particular hue or tint and can be very easily fooled,
as many experiments show. When shooting a specimen, lighting
conditions and camera settings will produce a picture that may look
"normal" to the eye, but that may or may not match the "real" colours
of the object. In turn, "real" colours can only be defined in terms of a
given standard. White light is often standardized as a colour temperature, i.e. the spectrum of a black body radiating at a given temperature (typically 5500°K for sunlight). Perceived colours are then
the parts of the spectrum that are reflected from the specimen (i.e.,
not absorbed) or created through interference processes.
Spectrum
When illuminated by artificial light, the spectrum of the lighting will
determine, along with the surface properties of the specimen, which
colours will reach the sensor. Any light that lacks a part of the spectrum will be unable to provide these colours to the sensor even if the
specimen would have reflected them. Thus, it is of the utmost importance to illuminate the specimen with full-spectrum lamps, so as not
to miss any possible colour on the picture. However, full spectrum
does not mean that all components are equally balanced: some may
predominate. Actually, even "standard" white light (that defined by
black body radiation, as it is found on tungsten or tungsten-halogen
lamps) does not have a uniformly distributed spectrum; Wien's law
shows that the dominant wavelength will depend on black body temperature in a non-linear manner.
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Fig. 6. Museum specimen shot against blue chroma on ‘photochariot’ (top
left) and after automatic masking and substitution of background for light
green (top right), neutral and dark grey (center) and white (bottom left). At
bottom right, blow-up of a 285-pixel wide region of the white background
image showing selection artefacts in undefined contours such as feathers
(blue halo). Original image is 3008x2000 pixels, each representing 0.17 mm
on the plane of the scale.
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Low-temperature lamps
Lights whose physical
principles are not based in
black-body temperature (i.e.
virtually any lamp not based
on filament heating) will
have
a
non-continuous
spectrum with components
not obeying Wien's law, and
the
camera
or
postprocessing should equilibrate the spectrum to "fill in"
the troughs in the spectrum.
This is not always achieved.
A distinct advantage of
non-Wien based lights is
that their spectrum usually
lacks much infrared. This
translates into lower heating
of the specimen, and reduction of potential damage.
Colour rendering

Fig. 7. Declared radiance spectra of a
cool-white fluorescent tube, Philips TLD
765 with low CRI (top) and full-spectrum
tubes, Philips TLD 965 with high CRI
(middle and bottom; note wider range).
www.prismaecat.lighting.philips.com.

Current technologies have
made available a variety of
low-temperature lights. Most
are based upon fluorescent or compact fluorescent tubes. These
can be classified according to several parameters:
-

Colour temperature. The general tone of the light is rated
against the average tone of indirect sunlight (5500°K). Tubes of
2700°K render soft, yellow-red tones, and tubes of 6500°K cooler,
bluer tones. Tubes with sunlight rating are best for colour fidelity,
although some others can be compensated at post-processing or
take times.

-

Number of phosphors. Traditional tubes would have only one or
two-band phosphor, yielding a very concentrated spectrum
around the fluorescence lines of the medium. Modern tubes may
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have three or more different phosphors, covering a wider spectrum. For colour-critical lighting of type specimens, only certain
multi-phosphor lamps can carry all wavelengths that may potentially be reflected from the specimen. Not all multi-phosphor
lamps are adequate for imaging. The choice of phosphors is designed to match specific needs. For instance, tubes used in
greenhouses or culture chambers have been optimised for the
parts of the spectrum most used by chlorophyll and other photosynthetic pigments, and aquarium multi-phosphor tubes are optimised for enhancing certain interference colours from fish scales
and favour photosynthesis by plant chlorophyll more than by algae pigments.
-

CRI, colour-rendering index. This index (0-100) compares the
spectral response of standard test cards when illuminated with a
given lamp to the same response when illuminated with sunlight.
The higher the index, the more daylight-like the spectrum of the
lamp. Common household tubes have CRIs around 70-85,
whereas three-phosphor lights to be labelled as ‘sunlight’ must
have CRIs above 90. Figure 7 compares the spectra of a common cool white and full-spectrum white fluorescents.

High CRI and colour temperature alone do not guarantee exact
rendering. Diffusers do alter the spectrum, and the white balance
must be set either to the actual spectrum, obtained from a photographic white test card, or selected to match a preset by experimenting (see below).
White Balance
As they depict the exact output of the sensor, RAW files are themselves unaffected by the white balance setting of the camera, which
is usually included as an in-file tag, and can be corrected at postprocessing. However, TIFF and JPEG formats include white balance
correction at the time of generation, and cannot therefore be completely corrected afterwards: adequate white balance should be best
achieved at take time.
Auto white balance is normally not very useful for picturing specimens. This algorithm tries to figure out the white balance from a colour-equilibrated subject, but quite often specimens have dominant
colours and/or are shot against a homogeneous chroma backdrop
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that may not be white or grey. Thus, the best option is a custom
white balance, obtained generally by shooting a studio-quality neutral
grey or white test card. This is not always possible, i.e. when shooting microscope slides. Most cameras can also be set to specific light
conditions.

Sunny

White balance preset
Automatic

Fluorescent tube colour number

20

48

53

95

Fig. 8. Some samples of digital photographs of a colour
test card (right, scanned) taken under certain lighting
conditions and various white balance presets with a Nikon
D100 SLR. (The full set contains 117 images). Fluorescent tube colour number corresponds to different spectra;
95 and 48 are full spectrum tubes. The plots show the
RGB components of the bottom row of colour blocks of
the bottom row of images, used to determine the colour
similarity to the master.

Fluorescent
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It must be borne in mind that white balance, illuminating spectrum,
and colour are bound together. Experiments will best determine the
adequate white balance setting for a particular studio.

Fig. 9. RGB components of the white test block of some digital photographs of a colour test card. Conditions and codes as in fig. 8. Each
triangle corresponds to one image. Vertices indicate each component’s percentage of deviation from the reference (scanned card’s
values). Best is as close as possible to reference (zero) at the three
axes.

Figures 8 and 9 show some results of such a test performed on the
‘photochariot’ described above in order to select the best lighting and
white balance conditions for a large set of images of museum specimens. A standard colour test card was scanned with a highresolution scanner to obtain a colour baseline. Then, the same card
was shot under different lighting and white-balance adjustments, and
colour profiles were obtained from two sections of the card (white
sample and bottom colour row), by extracting and averaging the
individual RGB components from most pixels of each colour block.
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These averages were compared with the numerical values from the
baseline, and represented in a triangular diagram. The best white
balance and lighting conditions were selected by picking up the plot
that most closely approached the baseline plot, i.e. the one that
yielded the lowest sum of squared differences between the case and
the baseline for each RGB component. In this case, automatic white
balance was not the best option, nor any white-corrected preset.
Colour was rendered most accurately when lighting with fullspectrum 965-series (6500°K) tubes of 93 CRI, with white balance
set at hard sunny preset on a Nikon D100 DSLR.

Sand in the cogs
The above discussion dealt with some of the main goals that a
taxonomic-grade image must meet. Now we shall explore some specific problems encountered while imaging both type and non-type
specimens. Our list is far from complete; other researchers have
found other issues as will be seen elsewhere in this Manual.
Image size and DPI
All digital images have an explicit size measured in pixels. This number of pixels ultimately limits detail if there is no other factor: no details in the image can be represented that are smaller than the pixel
size. The more pixels, the more detail, as long as diffraction, focus,
aberration or blur allow smaller details to be formed on the image
plane. Conversely, high-pixel images are useless if these other factors concur to blur detail above pixel size. Figure 10 shows an example of this limit being reached. ARIÑO et al. (“Imaging Soil Mesofauna”, in this book) discuss this interplay in more detail in the context of microscopy images.
Relevant image size is, therefore, relatively independent of actual,
printed size on medium, for it is measured in pixels. The number of
dots per inch (DPI) in a printed photograph depends on the line
screen used for halftone and the enlargement. Digital images can be
scaled down so that the limiting resolution comes from the printing
medium, or enlarged so that each pixel expands across several
printed dots and becomes the resolution limit.
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In practice, images of specimens down to a centimetre can
encounter the ultimate limitation in pixel size. A 6 Mpx
DSLR camera produces an
image that is 3000 pixels
across, little more than half the
definition of quality 35-mm film.
When viewed on a 21-inch
1600-dot computer screen, two
image pixels are merged into
one single screen pixel. If
printed in standard 133-lpi offset paper and using the typical
2x halftone factor, this image
would be 28 cm across (almost
one landscaped A4-page) before individual pixels would
appear.
Enlarging details of the image, however, would encounter
the pixel limitation. To be able
to yield detailed enlargements,
the image resolution should be
finer. For on-screen presentation (typically at 72 dpi) a 6Mpx
image can be enlarged to almost twice its breadth on a 21”
screen or 2.3 times on a 17” flat
panel to match pixel to pixel.

Fig. 10. A research specimen. Original image taken with Nikon D100,
3008 pixels wide, and 4.5x and 55x
blow-ups. The level of image detail in
the last blow-up shows that contrast
is commensurate to pixel size.

Larger enlargements would
need more megapixels, scan
cameras, or high-definition
scanners. It should be noted,
however, that in scanners objects are acquired directly at the set resolution and are limited by this
resolution. At 8400 true (i.e. not interpolated) DPI, a high definition
scanner produces an image of a 9 mm object that is 3000 pixels
across, equal to a 6Mpx DSLR image. This allows for insects to be
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imaged with great detail, as has been impressively demonstrated by
Joseph Scheer’s artwork. Image size is not comparable, though. A
conventional 180 mm macro lens (equivalent to 270 mm for 35-mm
film) can capture about the same detail as a flatbed scanner at 2400
DPI. However, with these optics (not using any duplicator or additional lens) the smallest object that can fill the DSLR field is about 3
cm across, whereas the scanner can image a surface that is more
than one hundred times larger, as long as it is essentially flat. Cameras fitted to microscopy systems can help capture specimens much
smaller. For larger objects, a scanner with such definition rating may
not be suitable both because of depth of field problems (for 3D objects) and the size of the resulting image. Figure 11 compares objects captured with a flatbed and a DSLR fitted with a macro lens.
The additional resolution theoretically attained with a 9200-DPI scan
is offset (for a small field, and mainly due to the much smaller scanner optics) by the higher speed, better depth of field and sharper
image of the DSLR lens.
Plant sheets are usually scanned at somewhere around 1000 DPI
(600 DPI being now generally considered the absolute minimum
requirement), which renders images in the hundred-megabyte range.
At this resolution, an 8-cm object is 3000 pixels across and the
smallest captured detail is theoretically 27 micron. Throughput is also
of interest, as a full-plate image scanned at high resolution can take
many minutes and may end up with scanning artefacts.
Scan-cameras that use wobbling-sensor technology may produce
large images on a par with a 600-DPI scanner without touching the
specimen, allowing for a deeper field if adequate optics and illumination are used (see above section on sensitivity). They also have the
relative advantage of producing separate images for each chromatic
channel and luminance (greyscale). Although they are very expensive at present, when used in conjunction with apochromatic lenses
they may constitute the best available solution for very accurate images especially if colour is not critical (see section below on chromatic aberration).
Scale errors
Many measures from specimens make sense when they relate to
each other. In these cases, the absolute magnitudes need not be
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known; just the proportions. For instance, elongation in a wing, the
span to chord ratio, may have a similar value in a herring gull and a
kittiwake although the actual span is quite different. If elongation is of
taxonomic importance, then geometric accuracy in the image is important while scale is not. In some cases, the absolute measures
must be known. In such a situation, scale is to be inferred from the
image. A scale line can be present on the image, i.e. can be imaged
along the specimen (see fig. 10) or added by the imaging system, or
can be ‘implicit’ (see below).

Fig. 11. Images of a 3mm scale plate (top)
and a 10-mm specimen (bottom) obtained with a HP-8000
series scanner at
2400-DPI (left) and
9200-DPI (right) and a
Nikon D100 DSLR
camera with Nikkor
180 mm macro lens
(center). Pixel size is
10.7 micron, left and
center. The highresolution scan (top
right) provides pixels
16 times smaller but
does not add to the
overall sharpness,
which seems higher
for the camera.

Implicit scaling
While a scale for an image may not be physically present, it may
still exist (‘implicit’). The breadth of digital image can correspond to a
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given breadth at the focal plane. (It is assumed that the geometry is
square; see later).
The Gauss formula shows that the ratio between object distance
(zo) and image distance (zi) is a function of focal length (f). Geometrical optics, in turn, defines magnification as the ratio between object
height (ho) and image height (hi). Since by definition sharp focus is
achieved when zi is equal to the actual lens plane-sensor plane distance, zi is known and zo can be calculated (through f). It follows that
magnification is known from the image height (in pixels), and since
ho/hi = zo /zi the exact height of the object can be calculated. It should
be noted, however, that zi is subject to great inaccuracy: sharp focus
is difficult to ascertain due to field depth. The ratio tends to be very
high due to short image distances, and the imprecision grows with
object distance.
Therefore, in practice a scale or ruler is imaged at exactly the
same distance (and/or magnification) as the specimen. All images
under identical conditions should represent the same real world
measure per unit length on the image. Since digital images are a
square mosaic of pixels, the image breadth (in real world) divided by
the number of pixels across defines the size of the pixel, i.e. the real
world size of the part of the image represented by one pixel. This can
then be tabulated against take conditions for reuse. Images can be
resized for paper printing or screen visualization and as long as they
are not resampled, a pixel will always represent the same distance.
Several problems do appear with implicit scale. These can be
grouped into two categories:
-

Resampling problems. An image, say 2048x1536 pixels, might
be resized to 1024x768 pixels for web posting. If objects appear
to occupy the same proportion of space in the resulting image,
this has been actually resampled. The same object is represented in fewer pixels. If this resampling has not been documented, the scale changes automatically by a factor of two: one
pixel represents twice the original measure. The same situation
pertains to increased sampling (which will never compensate
low resolution: more pixels would be used to represent the
same blur). On the other hand, cropping does not change the
scale, just that portion of the image that is visible.
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Changed take parameters. As explained above, magnification
(which is ‘undone’ for finding scale) is a function of object distance and focal length. Changes in any of these two parameters
(i.e. by displacement of the object, displacement of the focal
plane, zooming in or out, or changing lenses) automatically
changes magnification. If these are not documented, the pretabulated scale is rendered invalid, although (overcoming the
problems explained above) could be recalculated using Gauss
(or Newtonian) formula.
Precision of scales

In a morphometric-grade image, it is important to know the inherent
precision of the scale. For implicit-scale images, the precision is
1/image breadth (in pixels) so
this can readily be translated
into metric units. For explicit
scales, it is 1/total length of the
scale.
A practical consequence is
that any explicit (i.e. on-image)
scale that is shorter than the
full breadth of the image has
proportionally less precision.
Measurements in a digital image are effected using the
scale by placing landmarks at
the extremes of the scale of
known length (for visible
scales) or by using the breadth
(for implicit) as virtual landmarks. A scale that spans 300
pixels in a 3000-pixel image
has a precision of one decimal
point less than the full scale.
Landmark placements can still
be accurately placed, but the
allowable maximum measurement can be divided into 300
units, not 3000 (KREBS, 1999).

Fig. 12. A specimen with a too short
explicit scale. A five times larger
scale could have been fitted vertically
for better precision.
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A one-pixel error in the placement of the landmarks on the scale
would translate into a ten-pixel error when measuring a feature
spanning the whole image. If the landmarks had been placed at the
extremes of a 600-pixel scale, the maximum measurement error of a
one-pixel error on the scale would have been five pixels.
Therefore, visible scales should ideally be as long as possible
within the image for maximum precision. It should be noted, however, that one part in 300 is an acceptable degree of achieved precision for most studies (SOKAL in KREBS, 1999). Figure 12 shows an
example of a visible scale that is too short.
Defocus and image imprecision
An out-of-focus image obviously cannot produce a precise image
(see above section on accuracy and precision): the edges of the
features that are needed to place a landmark cannot be precisely
located. The focus must be as sharp as possible, but artificial focusing at post-processing can also introduce artefacts that affect a
measurement.
Out of focus images can result from a number of causes. Among
them are:
-

Improper focusing. In microscopic images where autofocus is
out of question, the focus plane of the digitiser may not be congruent with the focus plane of the oculars. This may force the
photographer to focus through the imager. A small screen, such
as that found on compact cameras, does not offer enough resolution to see the proper focus point. A computer screen or auxiliary monitor fed by the sensor data stream affords a much better
alternative. However, SLR cameras do not offer generally this
option: the image is only formed at shoot time. Continuous focusing must be done through the camera’s optical system.

-

Mechanical vibration. Any small movement transmitted to the
camera at shoot time results in motion blur if the image moves
across more than one pixel. Precision is lowered by a factor of
two for each new pixel that an edge in the image crosses. Images should be taken after ensuring no mechanical vibration.
This means almost invariably either remote trigger or delay-
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activated take (as occurs in self-photographs), especially if the
camera is mounted atop some stack such as a phototube. SLR
cameras may also
benefit from a secondary 1-sec delay between mirror-up and
shutter activation that
removes vibration due
to the mirror movement. The effect is
much less important
for short exposures.
However, under laboratory lighting conditions, often low to
avoid excess damage
to types (or under
complicated
micro- Fig. 13. A typical macrophoto stand. 180
scopic lighting such as mm lens, 5500ºK cold full-spectrum
is used for differential lamps.
interference contrast),
exposure times tend to approach the 1-sec mark. Naturally, the
imager must be solidly fixed to a stable mount (fig. 13).
-

Optical characteristics of the microscope. In microscopic images, focus is limited by the optical system (see ARIÑO et al.,
“Imaging Soil Mesofauna”, in this book).

-

Automontage techniques. When moving from one focal plane to
another, the relative distance from the object to the sensor
plane actually changes. This introduces a small parallax problem (see below): objects seem to “displace” on plane space,
marring the accuracy of the resulting measures. This is particularly acute for very narrow depth of field situations, such as microscopic images, as discussed below. When trying to mount
such images, portions of the final image that have been assigned to a different Z-plane may appear displaced with respect
to the continuation of such feature on a different Z-plane. The
overall effect is a loss of definition and metric accuracy.

-

Depth of field and aberrations. See below.
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Depth of field
Trade-off f-stop, sharpness
Diffraction occurs whenever light beams pass through a photographic diaphragm, used to regulate the amount of light reaching the
sensor. Light waves hitting the diaphragm’s edges bend around them
slightly, diverting from their straight paths. The result is a set of concentric rings of alternating light/shadows forming in the image on the
sensor. Their effect on the picture is that of reducing the overall
sharpness or definition. This effect is noticeable only at very small

Fig. 14. An Eurasian jay (Garrulus glandarius) specimen photographed with
a 180-mm macro lens at f=4.5 (left), 11 (centre) and 32 (right). Bottom, blowups of a right wing section. Note the lack of field depth for the widest aperture, and the diffraction-induced loss of definition for the smallest diaphragm.
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aperture sizes (very high f-stop). Large aperture sizes essentially do
away with it. However, it comes at a price: depth of field reduces as
aperture increases. The trade-off between sharpness and depth of
field size is one best found by trying several adjustments when imaging a particular object.
Figure 14 shows a specimen imaged with macro lens, showing the
degradation that occurs at both too low and too high apertures. As a
rule, flat objects such as herbaria specimens will always benefit from
large apertures, whereas in specimens having volume (e.g., a skull)
it is best to use the widest aperture that still allows the whole object
to be in focus. It should be noted that the depth of field is also a function of the focal length (see above); therefore, short focal lengths
should be preferable for deep objects as long as distortion does not
appear or can be controlled.
Automontage in microscopy
Particular depth of field problems exist with certain microscopic images. Whole specimens that are observed by transparency cannot
normally be focused simultaneously and specific focal planes are
selected at a time (“optical slicing”). It may be possible to use automontage techniques or algorithms to have a stack of images come to
a certain focus, but it also comes at a cost as above:
-

Objects spanning across different optical slices (e.g. a seta,
hair, leg, etc which is not perfectly horizontal on the slide) may
change relative position due to the changed working distance. In
the resulting automounted image, the object may lack continuity.
See figure 15 for an example.

-

Objects located at opposite sides of the specimen (e.g. dorsal
and ventral features) may be fused and presented as being on
the same plane. This specific problem is further discussed by
ARIÑO et al, “Imaging Soil Mesofauna”, in this book.

Although these problems might prevent the routine use of automontage for morphometric grade images, there remains the possibility of using stacks of images. A CAD program can be used to reconstruct the 3D model of the landmarks if the interval between Z-planes
is known; BYTHEL et al. (2001) give an example.
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Fig. 15. Detail of the leg of
the holotype of a collembolan. Field width, 0.018 mm;
pixel size, 46 nm. Nikon
E995 on Olympus BH50,
100x phase contrast objective. Top: one of the frames
from a five-image stack,
unprocessed. Centre: focused stack (Syncroscopy’s
Auto-Montage). Plane transitions are smoothed to give
an illusion of continuity.
Bottom: focused stack (ImageJ). Plane transitions kept
sharp to reveal displacement among image pieces.

Perspective and Parallax
Virtually any digital image of a specimen is a 2D projection of a 3D
object. Except for flat objects, such as herbaria sheets, or optical
slices seen through a microscope, where this effect can be neglected, all images suffer from parallax. Two main problems can be
recognised for morphometric-grade images as originating from parallax:
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Hidden features due to inadequate angle of view, and
Scale foreshortening and inaccuracy.

Figure 16 illustrates both effects. A 1-cm long section of a 3-cm diameter tube has been imaged on a graph paper. Features on the
outer wall of the tube cannot be seen. The angle formed between the
wall and the ray trace to any point in the outer wall prevents viewing,
as the wall itself intercepts the line of sight. Moreover, if the upper lip
of the tube should be measured by reference to the paper scale, it
would yield a 6.7% larger diameter. Being closer to the lens, it appears larger. This difference is already important for morphometrics,
for it means that the maximum achievable precision for any measure
in an object of this size would be one part in fifteen, one half the
minimum required precision according to Sokal’s criterion (KREBS,
1999).

32 mm
75mm lens
6.7% difference in
1:3 depth ratio
30 mm

Fig. 16. A tube showing a parallax-induced measurement error (see text).
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Parallax is more apparent with close objects, short focal lengths, or
near the borders of the image. The relationship between factors,
however, is not completely linear. Distortion due to lens configuration
conspires with the other factors to make it difficult to predict parallax
for a given configuration. It is best analysed by experiments, such as
imaging 3D objects of known dimensions in order to tabulate particular combinations of imager, optical system, and Z distance between
the feature and the scale plane. An alternate solution would be to
use sets of images from different angles and do a 3D reconstruction
with a CAD or morphometry program (see BYTHEL et al., 2001).
3D direct modelling
Yet another possibility to correct parallax lies in the use of 3D direct modelling. This can be done classically by means of stereo
pairs, or with contact 3D scanners, reflex microscope, or laser 3D
scanners.
A contact scanner consists of a stylus that follows closely the surface of the specimen, noting its position in space. Hard, large objects
such as shells or skulls could be acquired this way. Once acquired,
any projection could be obtained in 2D space. But it cannot be used
on small or delicate specimens.
Microscopic specimens can be imaged and the position of certain
points of interest recorded in Z-space with a reflex microscope. A
reference point (light from a laser or a diode) is focused precisely on
the feature being imaged, the system recording the exact Z value of
the focal plane. Images obtained as such are planar, but include the
Z reference for selected points.
Laser 3D scanners are a natural evolution of contact scanners,
where a laser beam that determines the distance between the probe
and the surface replaces the feeler. The model is reconstructed in
much the same way as in a contact scanner. The image can be
taken rapidly and Z-marked for all pixels, but heir resolution is not
very good at present. The spatial resolution of 300,000 pixels of the
Minolta laser scanner image, with a maximum accuracy of 0.05 mm,
may be typical.
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Angle of take and orthogonality
A taxonomic-grade image of a 3D specimen must generally be accompanied by complementary images. Features may have to be
visible from specific angles. The angle of view with respect to some
reference plane or axis in the specimen (e.g. the sagittal plane)
should be specified in order to help calculations, especially if exact
placement location has to work in 3D space, which is the general
case.
Mutually orthogonal images, a particular case of angle, are very
useful at both helping the accurate placement of landmarks, and in
the correction of parallax. These images can be obtained by rotating
the specimen, by rotating the imager, or by creating virtual images.
Rotating the specimen is usually a delicate operation, and should
best be achieved by movable stages. The specimen should be fixed
to the stage to enable rotations, although these manipulations increase the risk of damage to the specimen. Moving the imager, in
turn, will generally require heavier, more complicated equipment
such as motorised, robotic arms, but has arrangement has given
excellent results for 3D reconstruction (see VELDHUIZEN & SPRONTEN,
“3D Images of Birds”, in this book).
An alternative to rotating systems is to use of mirrors. Figure 17
shows a stage used for centimetre-sized specimens. We have extensively used it for imaging delicate the delicate crania of voles and
mice. The specimen is placed on a stand in the form of a wire frame,
with mirrors that allow taking images of the sides and the underside
without moving, rotating or removing the specimen by pointing either
to the subject or to its reflections. Mirrors are set at 45° angle as
respects to the vertical plane. Figure 18 shows three such images.
Mirrors used in any imaging procedure must be of good quality. In
order to avoid ghost images we use first-surface mirrors. Distortion is
avoided if the mirrors are polished to a high degree. We use astronomy-grade flat mirrors for general image, which are a good pricequality compromise. They are made of glass, coated with aluminium,
and polished to a few wavelengths.
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Fig. 17. Mirrored stage used for orthogonal images of centimetre-sized,
delicate specimens without tilting. The stage is displaced under the stereomicroscope to obtain either direct images, single-reflection images (sides)
or double-reflection images (underside).

When using stereomicroscopes for small specimens, additional
care should be exercised in positioning the specimen and the stand,
including mirrored stands. Typically, the optic path for the imager
follows only one of the twin visual paths. This configuration may result in an aberrant image of the specimen if it is centred with respect
to the microscope’s axis, which lies between both optical paths; in
fact, the slightly slanted image is actually one frame of a stereo pair.
An axial carrier that can laterally move the specimen allows for unslanted images, by ensuring that the camera path axis (as opposed
to the microscope’s axis) is directly over the subject.
For scaling, we use an explicit T-shaped scale whose insertion
point lies along the central axis of the device, which is where the
specimen is placed for imaging. All images therefore include an image of the scale, which is landmarked.
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Distortion
Planar (aspherical) lenses
Most photographic lenses are
constructed of several single lens
elements having spherical surfaces. Large aperture lenses
made of spherical elements tend
to suffer from spherical aberration,
which may be noticeable as distortion near the edges of the image. Aspherical lenses correct
spherical aberration because their
free-curved surfaces are not
spherical and can be designed so
as to provide a basically planar,
distortion-free field of view. Their
production being much more difficult than standard spherical
lenses, aspherical lenses are present in high-end optics.
Chromatic aberration
Chromatic aberration appears
because the refraction power of a
medium is a function, among
other things, of wavelength.
Longer wavelengths (reddish) are
refracted more than shorter wavelengths (bluish). Light entering the Fig. 18. Upper side, right side and
lens will be focused at slightly underside of the skull of a wood
mouse (Apodemus sylvaticus)
different focal planes (axial chro- specimen photographed on a
matic aberration) and/or at differ- mirrored stage. Scale appears at
ent positions on the sensor (trans- right. The square on first image
verse chromatic aberration), ap- marks the area for figure 20.
pearing as differential magnification according to wavelength. The overall effects are a reduction in
sharpness and the appearance of cyan and red fringes contouring
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the objects. Figure 19 shows an example of lateral chromatic aberration in a specimen.
Fig. 19. Blow-up of
the first frame of
figure 19, showing
chromatic aberration
around the edge of
the bone. Lines are
experimental transects. Accurate
measurements are
needed to characterise this particular
morphotype.

The typically small diameter of standard, consumer digital camera
lenses, which translates into wide path angles, greatly contributes to
this problem. Also, a microlens array on top of the sensor, which is
often used to convey the light to the photosensitive element of each
pixel, as well as the blooming effect (charge smearing to pixels in the
vicinity of saturated ones), can be a source of chromatic aberration
(BOCKAERT, 2004).
The more a lens "bends" the beam paths, i.e. near the border or on
a high-power lens, the greater the separation, or prism effect, of the
light components. Longer focal lengths also increase chromatic aberration.
SLR digital cameras having large-diameter lenses for macroscopic
specimens, or CCD cameras with no lens at all such as those used
in some microscopes, can help reducing this effect in these cases.
Also, stepping down the lens can also reduce the axial component of
chromatic aberration.
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Achromatic and apochromatic lenses
The chromatic aberration can be greatly corrected by using a set of
two single lenses of different materials (i.e. of different refractive
power, such as optical glass and fluorite) found in achromatic lenses,
so that their respective aberrations for two given wavelengths cancel
each other. Three elements are used in apochromatic lenses, which
basically correct all visible wavelengths to the maximum extent. Most
top quality macro lenses and microscope objectives are apochromatic. However, almost any component that lies in the optical path
and is not apochromatic itself (i.e., the objective lens of a compact
camera being used on top of an apochromatic microscope objective
lens, or an aspherical eyepiece lens) could eventually reintroduce
chromatic aberration in the image seen by the sensor.
Pixel imprecision
Perhaps the single most important problem of chromatic aberration
for morphometric-grade images is the way borders are lost. Contrasting borders are essential to adequately place landmarks. When
chromatic aberration appears, borders become diffuse. Figure 20
shows the imprecision area of the border across the region marked
in fig. 19 due to blue aberration. This means that the landmark will be
placed in any pixel from a range, thus reducing accuracy. The effect
is akin to defocusing.
Discarding some wavelengths can mitigate the problem. In our case, the analysis
shows (as expected) that the
green channel of the RGB
image is more or less centred
between blue and red channels. By selecting only the
green component of the image, a greytone image is produced that is better defined in
terms of contrast than its RGB
counterpart. This may also be
achieved in analog VC by
capturing only the green sig-

Fig. 20. Imprecise region around the
edge marked in figure 19. The red plot
marks the pixels any of which could
represent the true edge.
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nal, and is routinely done in microscopy. In digital cameras, using the
green channel has a secondary advantage. Most CCDs have a colour pixel distribution in which for each blue or red pixel there are two
green pixels. Thus, green channel has twice the definition of either
blue or green channel.
Figure 21 shows the RGB components of an image where colour is
unimportant.

channes equalized
AllAll channes
equalizedtoto
8grayscale
8-bit
bit
grayscale
8-bit
greyscale

Blue
Blue

Green
Green

Red
Red

Fig. 21. Channel separation of the region of interest in the image of figure
16. The green channel is selected as the best defined.
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